
VERITAS Rubina - Computer-aided sewing machine at entry-level price

With 100 stitch programs, including practical elastic and overlock stitches, 7 
different buttonholes and numerous decorative stitches, the 

VERITAS Rubina offers everything you need for everyday sewing. Each of the 
sewing programs is already preset to the optimum stitch width and length. 
Functions such as automatic buttonholes and the needle threader are a gre-
at help for beginners and professionals alike. Thanks to the horizontal hook, 
stitch widths of up to 7 mm are possible and the bobbin thread spool can be 
comfortably inserted from above.

Everything you need and more

Less work, more fun: The threading aid is particularly practical because you 
don’t have to spend a long time threading; you can get started right away. The 
spacious sewing area with the detachable accessory pocket is ideal for large se-
wing pieces, but also for narrow sleeves. In the accessory compartment, utensils 
such as sewing feet for changing or additional bobbins are close at hand.

Because more practical is simply better

Thread well for great end results: The bobbin thread can be inserted easily from 
above. Then just follow the arrow markings with the thread and off you go. This 
makes changing the thread child‘s play. The feeder can be lowered so that you 
can also accomplish tamping and quilting projects effortlessly. This makes the 
VERITAS Rubina the ideal sewing partner for all types of fabric, including jersey.

The right buttonhole for every button

The right buttonhole for every button size: the VERITAS Rubina sews seven dif-
ferent buttonholes almost as if by magic, precisely in the desired length and 
width. Thanks to the pre-programmed settings for each of the 100 selectable 
stitch types, even difficult tasks can be completed in no time at all. And with the 
glare-free LED light, nothing is hidden from view. 



70W  

100-240V  

50-60Hz  

CE  

GS  

Country of origin:  Vietnam

EAN:   7640105924578

Pieces per pallet:  24

Packaging dimensions:  46,5 x 26 x 36,5 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC: 550 / 1200 / 1400 pcs

Net weight:   5,8 kg

Gross weight:  7,3 kg

Machine dimensions:                        38 x 18 x 30 cm

Tariff of duties:                                  84521011

Further information

Quality needles Brush

Zig-zag foot Seam ripper

Zipper foot 3 Bobbins

Buttonhole foot L-Screwdriver

Blind hem foot Felt pad for thread spool

Button sewing foot Second spool pin

Satin stitch foot Spool cap small & large

Accessories

Address / Company stamp

It was one of the last models to be de-
veloped at the famous Wittenberge sewing 
machine factory: model 8014-1091, better 
known as Rubina. Technically, the sewing 
machine was based on the legendary 8014 
series from 1957. 

The VERITAS Rubina continues this great 
tradition and carries history into the future.

In the footsteps of a legend

100 stitch programs Automatic bobbin winder

Quilting, decorative, overlock stitches, darning Snap-on presser foot holder

1-Step automatic buttonhole function Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4,5 mm

7 different buttonholes Stitch width adjustable from 0 - 7 mm

Sewing with twin needle possible Adjustable thread tension

LED Screen LED sewing light

Needle threader Solid alloy construction

Thread cutter Detachable accessory box

Specifications

facebook.com/veritassewing

www.veritas-sewing.com

instagram.com/veritassewing


